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INTRODUCTION

A: When they sell the part to the collision center.

B: When the collision center closes the repair order.

DMS WIP on the General Ledger:

Parts WIP (Yes/No)
Yes: When does the parts department see their profit?

Scheduled
Not Scheduled

Sublet WIP (Yes/No)

Labor WIP (Yes/No)
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PARTS
PARTS

PARTS INVENTORY SUB-ACCOUNT FOR COLLISION

To establish an accurate Parts WIP for collision a secondary account needs to be 
made reflecting the collision parts inventory only.

The current DMS method of running Collision Parts WIP Report (query) at the end 
of the month will no longer work.

The new secondary collision parts inventory account in the DMS is reconciled to 
the bodyshop management system parts WIP account. It is in this way that you can 
guarantee balance between the two systems.

By creating a new inventory account called “Body Shop Parts WIP” the Body Shop Parts 
Inventory will be segregated from the General Parts Department Inventory. This makes 
it convenient to reconcile.

Example:

Note: It is the active use of the DMS repair order that creates all of the double-entry and 
ticket balancing.

Parts are no longer put on DMS repair orders.

Parts Department Inventory Parts Department Inventory

242 242B
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ORIGINAL BODYSHOP GL ACCOUNT

NEW BODYSHOP GL ACCOUNT

FRANCHISE PARTS

Original GL Tree Example:
Sale: Current Parts Account 477
Cost: Current Parts Sale Account 677
Inventory: Current Parts Inventory Account 242

New GL Tree Example:
Sale: Current Parts Sale Account 477
Cost: Current Parts Cost Account 677
Inventory: New Inventory Body Shop Parts Account 242B

Parts Department Inventory

242

Collision Center Inventory

242B

Example:

COUNTER
TICKET
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COUNTER TICKET

CREATE A NEW SALE TYPE

Create a New Sale Type for transferring Parts Dept. Inventory to Bodyshop Inventory.   
NOTE: This is an internal sale.

Create New Sale Account and a New Cost Account attached to the new sale type. (Exam-
ple: 477N-Sale/677N-Cost)
NOTE: This is a Null, Ghost, or Dead End account.

Replace the current receivable account in New Sale Type with the new sub-account 
for body shop parts inventory (242B).

ORIGIONAL BODYSHOP SALE TYPE

NEW BODYSHOP SALE TYPE

New Bodyshop Counter Ticket Example:

Sale: New Null Parts Sale Account 477N
Cost: New Null Parts Cost Account 677N
Recvble: New  Body Shop Receivable 242B

Original GL Tree Example:
Sale: Current Parts Account 477
Cost: Current Parts Sale Account 677
Recvble: Current Receivable Account 220
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CREATE A NEW WHOLESALE CUSTOMER

The new sale type will be attached to the profile of this new wholesale customer

Setup a new customer number for the body shop like you would any other Wholesale 
Customer.

The discount for pricing level is set to dead cost. This will ensure accurate gross 
profit on parts sales when the repair order is closed. 

This is a non-taxable customer number.
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CREATING COLLISION PARTS INVENTORY 
FOR OUTSIDE PARTS

OUTSIDE PARTS

This document can only be printed after 
the invoice has been posted into Rome.

This will ensure that the DMS WIP always 
matches the Rome WIP.

The Rome Vendor Invoice Reconciliation pro-
vides absolute proof of the cost of the invoice 
posted into Rome Management. 

When turning in an invoice to Accounting to 
be posted in Accounts Payable, it must be 
attached to the Rome Vendor Invoice  Recon-
ciliation for proof that it is already part of the 
Rome WIP. 

OUTSIDE PARTS

Example:

Collision Center Inventory

Vendor 
Invoice 242BAccounts

Payable
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SUBLET

CREATING COLLISION SUBLET INVENTORY 

SUBLET INVENTORY SUB-ACCOUNT FOR COLLISION

Collision Center Inventory

Vendor 
Invoice 246B

Example:

Example:

Accounts
Payable

Dealer Sublet Inventory Collision Sublet Inventory

242 242B

By creating a new inventory account called “Body Shop Sublet WIP” it will segregate the 
Body Shop Sublet Inventory from the Service Department Sublet so it can be reconciled. 
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This document can only be printed after the invoice has been posted into Rome.

This will ensure that the DMS WIP always matches the Rome WIP.

The Rome Vendor Invoice Reconciliation provides absolute proof of the cost of the in-
voice posted into Rome Management. 

When turning in an invoice to Accounting to be posted in Accounts Payable, it must be 
attached to the Rome Vendor Invoice  Reconciliation for proof that it is already part of 
the Rome WIP. 

ROME VENDOR INVOICE RECONCILIATION
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PAYROLL

No new DMS WIP account is created.

This will post directly into WIP labor on the DMS side.

In order to generate a cost in Rome for labor, you must write the revenue portion first.

This report is broken down by technician, by RO, and provides the hours flagged 
and the cost of labor for that technician for that pay period.

This will guarantee the labor WIP in Rome and the DMS WIP for labor are al-
ways in balance.

The Accounting Department will simply post the summary value of dollars earned 
per technician as a lump sum per pay period. 

Rome has a single transaction for each line item in a Repair Order. 

Payroll is provided to the accounting office on a Rome Payroll History report per pay cycle.

Rome schedules payroll by individual line item transaction of each repair order by techni-
cian based on an approved flat rate or percentage. 

ROME PAYROLL HISTORY
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THE CUTOVER: 
IMPLEMENTATION

1. All parts transactions reversed off each repair order. Franchise parts or any parts 
originating from Dealer Parts inventory must resold on a new counter ticket to Body 
Shop Inventory.

2. All sublet transactions must be removed each repair order.
3. All sublet invoices must be reposted on new Rome repair orders.
4. All labor cost and labor sales must removed.
5. All DMS Repairs Orders CLOSED.

All Open DMS Collision Repair Orders:
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Monthly Reconciliation

Parts
1.  Run the DMS Accounting WIP for the period

2.  Compare to the Rome Acounting WIP Repo

a. To run the Rome Accounting WIP report go to the reports button and select the accounting tab

b. The 4th column, 3rd box down on the right is the “Accounting WIP”

c. Select report and make the following choices for the correct format and information to be 
displayed

i. In the first section place the dot in SUMMARY PROFIT

ii. The starting date is set to 01/01/80 and should be left alone

iii. The ending date is the last day of the period you want to see

iv. Use RO Date Out for Date Range

v. Sort By: Date
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4.   Also, you will need to add back all OPEN CREDITS to the WIP as well.

a. The OPEN CREDIT report is found by going to the Reports Button, Then     
select Management Tab.

b. Then on top row, second choice is the PARTS button, select it.

c. Then on top row second choice is the “CREDIT” button, Select this report

d. It will show all open credits in ROME.

e. To run the report:

i. Put in Broad date range and either by when you receive the part, or when you returned it; 
your choice (The data is the same, just a different frame of reference.)

ii. Check the parts box and depending if you run parts through sublet, check the sublet box too.

iii. Next “All Vendors”

iv. Filter by Summary and lastly check all display boxes.

3.  The Center column Cost is the assets column for the period broken down by ACCOUNT CODE (GL 
Accounts).
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In the Event they are not Balance:
VERIFY: Sub-Account is set for parts. If you want to see body shop sublet broken out, a  
sub-account is needed for sublet as well.

VERIFY: Sales in Rome for the period match Sales in the DMS for the same period.

1.  In Rome, you go to the reports button and select on the Management Tab, there is the report for the 
appropriate DMS

2.  This is found at the bottom of the screen and is called (DMS)Reconciliation.

3.  This report MUST match for “closed ROs” (meaning the MOs have been exported from ROME) & 
the Sales Journal for the period in the DMS or you cannot be in balance.

4.  Please note Warranty MOs do not go through ROME.

5.  Note: Rome Accounting WIP matches ROME “payables” Report.

6.  This will allow you to see all the data posted on open ROs by Vendor by invoice number.

7.  You would then reconcile this against the sub-account postings journal in the DMS to find any 
discrepancies for the period.
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Compare this report to the “Counter ticker report” from the DMS. If you have invoices in Rome and no 
counter ticket somebody failed to enter the counter ticket. If you have a counter ticket and no invoice in 
Rome you need to find out where that transaction came from and why it is there.

8. This report is found by going to the reports button and selecting the ACCOUNTING TAB.

9. Then go to the first column, then down one from the top. To get PARTS

a. Work in progress for the period

b. Select 1st foster as: “ALL”

c. 2nd filter: “Date In-No Date Out”

d. 3rd filter date range 01/01/80 to the end of the period.

e. Note this report can only be run for accuracy to match the ROME Accounting WIP report at the 
end of a given month- it is a live report unlike the Accounting WIP in ROME which is fixed.

f. Then check the “PARTS” box (make sure “Sublet” and “RO Date out” boxes are unchecked). 
Then select SUMMARY filter and lastly check all the boxes for “Totals Display”.
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X = Rome Accounting WIP Report
Y = Flagged not committed hours on closed RO’s
Z = DMS WIP Report
X + Y = Z
Payroll History Report needs to be given to the payroll department to pay their techs after you run Commit 
to Pay.

END of MONTH:

Run Rome Accounting WIP (to see open ROs with Committed Labor ) the same way that you run the 
Accounting WIP for parts ( See previous section) and add up all the costs for all the labor account codes 
(Body, Paint, Frame, Mech). This is the X value above.

Next, run Payroll Worksheet from last pay period to the end of the month. Select the Closed Ro’s Option to 
find closed Rome RO’s with flagged labor that would have relieved the DMS WIP. Add the total of the Cost 
to Pay column (For Body, Paint, Frame, and Mech) to the above Accounting WIP Report for Labor

Labor WIP
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The Total of the Cost to Pay column of this report is the “Y” value in the equation. When the cost from the 
Payroll Worksheet is added to the total cost from the Rome WIP, this will match the DMS WIP.

The Cost of the Rome WIP report (X) plus the Cost to Pay of the Payroll Worksheet for Closed RO’s (Y) 
will equal the DMS WIP Report (Z)
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PARTS - PROPER PROCEDURES FOR WIP
Since parts will no longer be moved out of the general parts inventory by selling them to a DMS RO, 
you will need to use a “counter ticket” to transfer these parts to a body shop sub account. In order to do 
this the following will need to be set up:

1.  Create a new inventory account called “Body Shop Parts WIP” to segregate the body shop parts 
inventory from the parts department inventory.

a. For example, if your parts inventory account is 242, create 242B.

2.  Set up a customer number for the body shop like you would any other wholesale customer.

a. This is where you will determine the discount (off list) you will be giving.

i. Dead dealer cost is typical

b. You will also make this a non taxable customer number.

3.  Setup a new “sale type” in the DMS labeled “BS” for Body Shop in order to record these 
transactions to 242B.

a. The reason for the new sale type is to make sure this sale does not go to a receivable account.

4.  Parts sold by the dealership to the Body Shop will be sold on a “counter ticket” using the 
customer number (set up in step 2) and the sale type (set up in step 3).

a. Parts bought from outside vendors will be entered into the Body Shop Parts Inventory by 
creating a one line counter ticket that includes the vendor name, date and total amount. The 
reference used will be the RO number.

5.  242B is relieved as Rome RO’s are exported to the DMS by the amount of the part cost posted to 
the Rome RO (by counter ticket).

6.  Please note, this is an internal transfer, moving an asset from one inventory account to another, 
therefore there is no sale associated with it.

a. If you add a sale, in order to avoid recognizing the sale of these parts twice, you will need to 
back out/reverse the sale of the “counter tickets” each day.
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ROME REPAIR ORDERS:

PAYMENTS/Closing Repair Orders

INVOICES FOR 3 PARTY PARTS AND SUBLET

ROME/DMS INTERFACE:

COLLISION CENTERS DAILY SALES 
AND DEPOSIT PROCEDURES

All third-party invoices received by parts person will be posted first into 
Rome repair order. 
The Rome “Vendor Invoice Reconciliation” report printed and stapled to 
each invoice. 
All sublet invoices received by parts person/ writer/estimator will be posted 
first into Rome repair order. 
The Rome “Vendor Invoice Reconciliation” report printed and stapled to 
each invoice and then stamped or labeled SUBLET.

All Payments will be uploaded daily to DMS.
All closed REPAIR ORDERS will be uploaded daily into DMS.

All payments will be posted immediately in Rome repair order upon receipt. 
All payments received by the accounting department will be posted daily 
into Rome repair orders upon receipt.
All fees/payments must be posted (cash, check, 2/3 party check, etc.) in 
Rome repair order before “Detail Customer Invoice” (final bill) printed. 
The customer MUST sign the final bill.
No cars delivered without a signed final bill.
The Rome Repair Order will be DATED OUT- this makes it a sale.
The final bill scanned into the electronic file jacket of the repair order as a 
permanent record and will show any outstanding balance of repair order at 
time delivery.

DAILY REPORTS
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ACCOUNTING OFFICE DAILY REPORTS:

SCREENSHOT INSTRUCTIONS:

ROME VENDOR INVOICE RECONCILIATIONS:
Go to the RO > Click Parts Box > Click Print Box > Select Vendor Reconcile > Select 

Date Range > Select Vendor > Click OK

ROME RECEIPTS JOURNAL FOR THE DAY:
Reports > Accounting Tab > Receipts > Date Range of Today > (Report Defaults should 

be fine) > Click OK

ROME SALES JOURNAL FOR THE DAY:
Reports > Accounting Tab > Profit Journal > Summary > Date Out > Run just the day for 

the Date Range > Sort by Date > Click OK

ROME RO/CDK RECONCILIATION FOR THE DAY
Reports > Management Tab > select your accounting software option of Reconciliation 

report (i.e ADP, AutoMate, Dealer Track, PBS)

Reports > Accounting Tab > RO Reconciliation (QuickBooks or ERA)

1. Select Parts button in bottom row (in between the Layer and Labor buttons).

ROME VENDOR INVOICE RECONILIATIONS: 
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2. Circle Print in the top left tool bar then Circle “Vendor Part Reconciliation” option 

(it’s the fifth option in the dropdown) 

3. Circle the word “Selected” 

under “Vendors” then press OK.
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1. Select the Reports tab in the top bar (the microscope).

2. Select the Accounting Tab then click on the Receipts button (third on the first row).

ROME RECEIPTS JOURNAL FOR THE DAY:
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3. Click OK.

1. Select the Reports tab in the top bar (the microscope).

ROME SALES JOURNAL FOR THE DAY:
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2. Select the Accounting tab and then click on the Profits button (second on the first row).
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3. Click OK
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ROME RO/CDK RECONCILIATION FOR THE DAY:
1. Select the Reports tab in the top bar (the microscope).

2. Select the Management Tab then select your accounting software option
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3. Click Ok
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DMS RECONCILIATION REPORT

PROFIT JOURNAL - IN SUMMARY

DAILY REPORTS TO HAND TO
ACCOUNTING ON A DAILY BASIS:
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RECEIPTS JOURNAL

PARTS/OR SUBLET PURCHASE INVOICE


